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 PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES: 

(numerical order) 
COUNTRY CODE  

 Switzerland  01 (SW)  

 Germany 02 (GE)  

 Italy 03 (IT)  

 France 04 (FR)  

 Spain 05 (SP)  

 UK 06 (UK)  

 Israel 07 (IS)  

 Mexico 08 (MX)  

 Sweden 09 (SE)  

 Finland 10 (FI)  

 Norway 11 (NO)  

 Netherlands (The) 12 (NL)  

 Austria 13 (AU)  

 Czech Republic 14 (CZ)  

 Hungary 15 (HU)  

 not yet assigned to any country 16   

 Brazil 17 (BR)  

 Iceland 18 (ICE)  

 Denmark 19 (DK)  

 Sri Lanka 20 (LK)  

 Nigeria 21 (NI)  

 Kazakhstan 22 (KH)  

 Argentina 23 (AG)  

 Canada 24 (CAN)  

 USA (I) 25 (USA1)  

 USA (II) 26 (USA2)  

 Uganda 27 (UG)  

 Japan 28 (JP)  

 Costa Rica 29 (CR)  

 India 30 (ID)  

 Australia 31 (AS)  

 ECAS: Germany 32 (EGE)  

 ECAS: Italy 33 (EIT)  

 ECAS: France  34 (EFR)  

 ECAS: UK 35 (EUK)  

 ECAS: Sweden 36 (ESE)  

 ECAS: Finland 37 (EFI)  

 Ireland 38 (IR)  

 Uruguay 39 (UY)  

 Isle of Man 40 (IM)  

 Belize (PAHO) 41 (BZ)  

 Nicaragua (PAHO) 42 (NC)  

 Peru (PAHO) 43 (PE)  

 Australia (II) 44 (AS2)  

 USA (III) 45 (USA3)  

 New Zealand 46 (NZ)  
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 PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES: 

(alphabetical order) 
COUNTRY CODE  

 Argentina 23 (AG)  

 Australia 31 (AS)  

 Australia (II) 44 (AS2)  

 Austria 13 (AU)  

 Belize (PAHO) 41 (BZ)  

 Brazil 17 (BR)  

 Canada 24 (CAN)  

 Costa Rica 29 (CR)  

 Czech Republic 14 (CZ)  

 Denmark 19 (DK)  

 ECAS: Finland 37 (EFI)  

 ECAS: France  34 (EFR)  

 ECAS: Germany 32 (EGE)  

 ECAS: Italy 33 (EIT)  

 ECAS: Sweden 36 (ESE)  

 ECAS: UK 35 (EUK)  

 Finland 10 (FI)  

 France 04 (FR)  

 Germany 02 (GE)  

 Hungary 15 (HU)  

 Iceland 18 (ICE)  

 India 30 (ID)  

 Ireland 38 (IR)  

 Isle of Man 40 (IM)  

 Israel 07 (IS)  

 Italy 03 (IT)  

 Japan 28 (JP)  

 Kazakhstan 22 (KH)  

 Mexico 08 (MX)  

 Netherlands (The) 12 (NL)  

 New Zealand 46 (NZ)  

 Nicaragua (PAHO) 42 (NC)  

 Nigeria 21 (NI)  

 Norway 11 (NO)  

 Peru (PAHO) 43 (PE)  

 Spain 05 (SP)  

 Sri Lanka 20 (LK)  

 Sweden 09 (SE)  

 Switzerland  01 (SW)  

 Uganda 27 (UG)  

 UK 06 (UK)  

 Uruguay 39 (UY)  

 USA (I) 25 (USA1)  

 USA (II) 26 (USA2)  

 USA (III) 45 (USA3)  
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DEMOGRAPHICS: 

1. What is your gender? GENDER 

 Male 1 

Female 2 

Note: The same variable for all participating countries 

2. What is your date of birth? 

 |___|___| |___|___| |___|___| OR |___|___| |___|___| |___|___| 

MONTH DAY YEAR  DAY MONTH YEAR 

 

 Additional variables: 

 |___|___| |___|___| |___|___| 

AGE COHORT SURVEY YEAR 

Remark: Age: age of respondents at time of the survey, cohort: year of birth, survey year: year of 

interview 

Switzerland: 

 survey year = 1997 

 age 

 cohort 

Germany: 

 year 

Italy: 

 age at survey year (2001) 

France:  

 age (q95) = How old are you? 

 month (q96s1) = birth month 

 year (q96s2) = birth year 

Spain:  

 age (p04) = iedad 

United Kingdom: 

 age = dob 
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Israel: 

 byear = year of birth (2 digits) 

 survey year = 2001 

Mexico: 

 age 

 cohort 

 survey year 

Sweden: 

 year 

Finland: 

 year = svuosi (year of birth) 

 age = ika (age at the moment of the interview) 

 yearin = VUOSI (year of the interview) 

Norway: 

 year = Year of birth 

 a_a = age, cohort and survey year are included 

The Netherlands: 

 age 

 cohort 

 survey year 

Austria: 

 age, cohort and survey year are included 

Czech Republic: 

 age = q2_age: Age of the respondent in years 

Hungary: 

 year = birth year 

 age = age 

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 date of birth (day, month, year) included 

 age, cohort and survey year are included 
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Iceland: 

 year = V93: year of birth 

 survey year 

Denmark: 

 day/month/year 

Sri Lanka: 

 day/month/year = day_21 

 age = age_2 

Nigeria: 

 same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 day/month/year 

Remark: in some cases adjusted by age_22 

Note: survey year = 2002 

 age = age_22 = 103(3): How old were you at your last birthday? 

Remark: in some cases adjusted by year 

Argentina: 

 age 

Canada: 

 year = year of birth 

USA I: 

 age = age 2001 

USA II: 

 month = q2m 

 day = q2d 

 year = q2y 

Uganda: 

 Date of birth (day, month, year) included 

Japan: 

 age = q1agen 

Costa Rica: 

 date of birth = p2 
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India: 

 date of birth = q2 

 age = q 2a 

Australia: 

 month = q19dd 

 day = q19mm 

 year = q19yy 

ECAS: Germany: 

 year of birth = born 

 age (based on year of birth) 

ECAS: Italy: 

 year of birth = born 

 age (based on year of birth) 

ECAS: France: 

 year of birth = born 

 age (based on year of birth) 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 year of birth = born 

 age (based on year of birth) 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 year of birth = born 

 age (based on year of birth) 

ECAS: Finland: 

 year of birth = born 

 age (based on year of birth) 

Ireland: 

 age = age: (exact age) 

Uruguay: 

 age = p2 (day, month, year) 

 age = p2a (years) 

Isle of Man: 

 age = age on 30
th
 June 2004 
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Belize: 

 gender 

 age (years) 

Nicaragua: 

 day/month/year 

Peru: 

 day/month/year 

Australia II: 

 year 

USA III: 

 month = 17-18 

 day = 19-20 

 year = 21-24 

 refused 997  

 don’t’ know 998  

New Zealand: 

 same as core question 

 

3. What is the highest grade or year of school you have completed?  SEDU 

 No formal schooling 1 

8th grade or less 2 

Some high school 3 

High school diploma or G.E.D 4 

Some college or 2 year degree 5 

Bachelor's degree 6 

Graduate or professional school 7 

Switzerland: 

 sedu_01 = using the variables sedu_01a, sedu_01b, sedu_01c, sedu_01d, sedu_01e, sedu_01f, 

sedu_01g, and sedu_01h 

Remark: an indicator created by the Swiss Federal Statistic Office using the variables named 

in the appendix 

 no formal schooling or unknown 0  

 compulsory school 1  

 secondary school diploma (high school) 2  

 apprenticeship or full-time trade school 3  

 higher professional education 4  

 university 5  
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Germany: 

 sedu_02 = using the variables sedu_02a, sedu_02b, sedu_02c, sedu_02d, sedu_02e, sedu_02f, 

sedu_02g, sedu_02h, sedu_02i: highest grade of school 

 no degree (yet) 0  

 high school degree or GED, vocational school   

 polytechnic school    

 (Haupt- oder Realschulabschluss) 1  

 Fachhochschulreife 2  

 high school degree (college preparatory) (Abitur/) 3  

 apprenticeship for a trade (Anlernausbildung) 4  

 apprenticeship in business or office work, trade school/career 

training (Berufsausbildung) 

5  

 technical school or professional training school (Fachschule) 6  

 vocational college degree (Fachhochschule) 7  

 university degree 8  

 other degree 9  

 no response 99  

Italy: 

 sedu_03 = d3studi: What is the highest grade of school you have completed? 

 no formal schooling 1  

 less than 8th grade (5th grade) 2  

 8th grade  3  

 high school diploma 4  

 university degree 5  

France: 

 sedu_04 = using q458 (skip variable = age < 15): What is the highest diploma you were ever 

awarded? 

Remark: For those aged 15 or more 

 no diploma 1  

 school certificate: primary/1
st
 level  2  

 CAP: prof. ability certificate 3  

 brevet des colleges, BEPC (school certificate) 4  

 BEP: professional training certificate 5  

 technical teaching baccalauréat 6  

 professional teaching baccalauréat 7  

 general teaching baccalauréat 8  

 bac+2 (DEUG, DUT, BTS) 9  

 bac+3 (licence (1
st 

year of 2
nd 

cycle of secondary teaching)) 10  

 bac+4 (master(last year of 2
nd 

cycle of secondary teaching)) 11  

 bac+5or more (3
rd

 cycle of further teaching: DEA, DESS, 

MBA, doctorate…) 

12  

 university degree 13  

 other diploma/degree, please specify:… 14  
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Spain:  

 sedu_05 = p05: What is the highest grade or year of school you have completed? 

 no formal schooling 1  

 less 8
th
 grade 2  

 8
th
 grade 3  

 some high school 4  

 high school diploma or G.E.D. 5  

 some college or 2 year degree 6  

 bachelor’s degree 7  

 graduate or professional school 8  

United Kingdom: 

 sedu_06 = q3b (sedu_06b): Do you have any of the following? 

 no qualifications 1  

 CSEs  2  

 O levels / standard grades 3  

 A levels / higher grades 4  

 college diploma 5  

 professional qualification / university degree 6  

 refused 7  

Israel: 

 sedu_07 = q19: How many years altogether did your study in schools? 

 did not study at all 1  

 studied 1-4 years 2  

 studied 5-8 years 3  

 studied 9-11 years – partial high school 4  

 completed high school without diploma 5  

 completed high school with diploma 6  

 has higher education 7  

 partial academic education 8  

 has academic degree 9  

Mexico: 

 sedu_08 = p7 

 I’ve never been to school 1  

 primary 2  

 junior High School or equivalent 3  

 senior High School or equivalent 4  

 technical College 5  

 university or BA degree 6  

 graduate Studies 7  
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Sweden: 

 sedu_09 = utb: Which is your highest completed level of education? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (A) 

 primary and Secondary school   

 up to the age of 15 1  

 further adult education 2  

 vocational training / 1-2 yrs of senior high school 3  

 3-4 yrs of senior high school 4  

 university studies, up to 3 yrs 5  

 university studies, more than 3 yrs 6  

 other 7  

 don’t know 8  

 refused 9  

Finland: 

 sedu_10 = kaste 

Remark: a register-based indicator created by Statistics Finland 

 comprehensive school or unknown 1  

 upper secondary level education 2  

 lowest college degree 3  

 bachelors degree 4  

 masters degree 5  

 doctoral degree 6  

Norway: 

 sedu_11 = using sedu_11a and sedu_11b: personal education 

 elementary school (up to 8 years of schooling) 2  

 secondary school (9-10 years of schooling)  3  

 upper secondary/Gymnasium (11-13 years of schooling) 4  

 university level not completed (more than 12 years of 

schooling + higher level studies) 

5  

 university level completed (more than 12 years of schooling + 

higher level studies) 

6  

The Netherlands: 

 sedu_12 = opldipl 

 primary school 1  

 lower secondary education 2  

 general secondary education 3  

 technical and vocational education 4  

 secondary education 5  

 higher technical and vocational education 6  

 university 7  
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Austria: 

 sedu_13 = s7: highest degree of school 

 obligatory years of school(Volks-/Hauptschule) 1  

 high school without diploma 2  

 high school with diploma (Matura) 3  

 university 4  

Czech Republic: 

 sedu_14 = q3_educ: What is your education? (Please mark the highest school you completed) 

 elementary (basic) school 1  

 

apprentice school or vocational technical school without 

leaving exam 2  

 complete secondary education with a school-leaving exam 3  

 higher professional education, or bachelor’s degree 4  

 University 5  

Hungary: 

 sedu_15 = A3: What is the highest grade of school you have completed? 

 less than 8
th
 grade 1  

 8
th
 grade 2  

 worker training school 3  

 secondary school final examination 4  

 bachelor’s degree 5  

 master’s degree 6  

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 sedu_17: Education (or last year of formal schooling)? 

 illiterate 1  

 no formal schooling but literate 2  

 1st grade incomplete 3  

 1st grade complete 4  

 2nd grade incomplete 5  

 2nd grade complete 6  

 higher education incomplete 7  

 professional qualification, higher education complete or more 8  

 N/A 9  

Iceland: 

 sedu_18 = V97: What is the highest grade you have completed? 

 not finished primary school 1  

 primary or some high school 2  

 high school diploma or some college degree 3  

 university degree 4  
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Denmark: 

 sedu_19 = a11: Which vocational training do you have? 

 no vocational training 1  

 semi-skilled worker training 2  

 EFG basic vocational courses 3  

 completed apprentice or EFG training 4  

 short higher education for 1-2 years 5  

 middle-range  higher education for 5 years or more 6  

 long higher education for 5 years or more 7  

Sri Lanka: 

 sedu_20 = sedu_3: Highest educational attainment 

 no schooling 1  

 primary education 1-5 years of schooling 2  

 secondary education 6-10 years of schooling 3  

 tertiary education GCE A/L 4  

 higher education GCE A/L 5  

 graduate 6  

 professional 7  

Nigeria: 

 sedu_21: What is the highest grade or year of school you have completed? 

 no formal schooling 1  

 JSS or less 2  

 some SSS school 3  

 certificate course 4  

 diploma, OND, NCE 5  

 B.Sc BA degree 6  

 MSc Graduate, Phd or professional school 7  

Kazakhstan: 

 sedu_22 = 104(4): What’s the highest level of school you attended: 

 no education 1  

 primary/secondary 2  

 secondary-special 3  

 higher 4  

Argentina: 

 sedu_23 = sedu: What is the highest grade or year of school you have completed? 

 no formal schooling 0  

 some primary school 1  

 primary school 2  

 some high school 3  

 high school diploma or G.E.D. 4  

 some college or 2 year degree 5  

 bachelor’s degree 6  

 graduate or professional school 7  

 don’t know/no answer 9  
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Canada: 

 sedu_24 = DM2: What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

 no schooling 1  

 some elementary school 2  

 completed elementary school 3  

 some high school/junior high 4  

 completed high school 5  

 some community college (College Classique, CEGEP) 6  

 some technical school 7  

 completed community college (College Classique, CEGEP) 8  

 completed technical school 9  

 some University 10  

 completed Bachelor’s Degree (Arts, Science, Eng, etc.) 11  

 post graduate Training: MA, MSc, MLS, MSW, MBA, etc. 12  

 post graduate Training: PhD, “doctorate” 13  

 professional Degree (Law, Medicine, Dentistry) 14  

USA I: 

 sedu = educat01: same as core question 

USA II: 

 sedu = q18: same as core question 

Uganda: 

 sedu_27: What is the highest grade or year of school you have completed? 

 no formal schooling 1  

 primary (P1-P7) 2  

 secondary (S1-S4) 3  

 secondary (S5-S6)/voc/TTC 4  

 diploma 5  

 bachelor’s degree 6  

 masters / professional school 7  

Japan: 

 sedu_28 = q2: What is the highest grade or year of school you have completed? CIRCLE 

ONE. If you dropped out, CIRCLE the last level you attende. If your are presently a student 

CIRCLE where you now study. 

 junior high school, former elementary school (6/9 years), 

national school, youth school 

1  

 High  school diploma, former junior high school, girl’s school, 

former vocational school 

2  

 technical school (after high school) 3  

 two year college, vocational 4 years high school, former high 

school 

4  

 university, four years college 5  

 other 6  
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Costa Rica: 

 sedu_29: What is the highest grade or year of school you have completed? 

 primary school or less 1  

 9
th
 grade or less 2  

 10
th
 or 12

th
 of secondary school or technical education 3  

 High school diploma 4  

 some college (bachelors degree) 5  

 licentiate or masters degree 6  

 other non college education but post high school, professional 

school 

7  

India: 

 sedu_30 = dq3educ: What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

 illiterate 1  

 primary 2  

 secondary 3  

 high school 4  

 preUniversity 5  

 vocational 6  

 graduate 7  

 post graduate 8  

 professional 9  

Australia: 

 sedu_31 = q21: What is the highest qualification you have obtained since leaving school? 

Remark: see add05_31 

 trade certificate 1  

 non-degree diploma 2  

 bachelor’s degree (eg., BA, BSc) 3  

 post-graduate degree (eg., MA, PhD) 4  

 secretarial/business college 5  

 enrolled nurse/nurse’s aide 6  

 registered nurse 7  

 certificated nurse 8  

 no qualification obtained 9  

 other (please specify) _______________________ 10  

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed (see additionals) 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed (see additionals) 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed (see additionals) 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed (see additionals) 
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ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed (see additionals) 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed (see additionals) 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay 

 sedu_39: What is the highest grade or year of school you have completed? 

 no formal education 1  

 primary school 2  

 secondary school – basics 3  

 secondary school – diversified 4  

 technical school 5  

 teacher’s school 6  

 university 7  

 postgraduate school 8  

Isle of Man: 

 sedu_40: Do you have any of the following? 

 no qualifications 1  

 CSEs  2  

 O levels / standard grades 3  

 A levels / higher grades 4  

 college diploma 5  

 professional qualification / university degree 6  

 refused 7  

Belize: 

 sedu_41 = scho_lev: school level: 

 primary 1  

 secondary 2  

 associate’s including college of agriculture/nursing 

school/teacher’s college 

3  

 bachelor’s degree 4  

 master’s and higher degrees 5  
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Nicaragua: 

 sedu_42 = scho_lev: school level: 

 illiterate 0  

 elementary or less 1  

 III secondary or less 2  

 some high school 3  

 high school diploma or G.E.D. 4  

 university – not finished 5  

 bachelor’s degree 6  

 graduate or professional school 7  

Peru: 

 sedu_43 = scho_lev: school level: 

 illiterate 0  

 elementary or less 1  

 III secondary or less 2  

 some high school 3  

 high school diploma or G.E.D. 4  

 university – not finished 5  

 bachelor’s degree 6  

 graduate or professional school 7  

Australia II: 

 sedu_44 = DEM2: Firstly, what is your highest educational qualification? 

 no formal schooling 1  

 primary school 2  

 some high school 3  

 finished hig school 4  

 TAFE, apprenticeship 5  

 bachelor’s degree 6  

 post-graduate diploma/degree, master’s degree, doctorate 7  

 don’t know 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

 sedu_45 = q32-33 >a12<: What was the highest grade or year in school that you completed? 

 none 1  

 Elementary and Junior High 2  

 some High School 3  

 High School 4  

 GED 5  

 technical/vocational schooling beyond High School 6  

 some college 7  

 four year college degree 8  

 Graduate/Professional School 9  

 don’t know 98  

 refused 97  
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New Zealand: 

 sedu_46 = Q3_School: What was the highest level of education you have received? 

 primary school 1  

 high school/secondary school: 1-3 years 2  

 high school/secondary school: 3 years or more 3  

 polytechnic or similar 4  

 university 5  

 still a student 6  

 

4. What best describes your ethnic group? SETH 

___________________________________ 

Switzerland: 

 seth_01 = sprache: variable discriminates the different areas of three official languages in 

Switzerland; the variable represents the language, which is mainly spoken in the area, where 

the respondent lives 

 German 1  

 French 2  

 Italian 3  

Germany: 

 seth_02 = F3_1 

 German 1  

 other 2  

 refused 7  

 don’t know 8  

 no response 9  

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France: 

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 not surveyed 
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United Kingdom: 

 seth_06 = ethnic: ££ (how measured) 

 White 1  

 Black-Caribbean 2  

 Black-African 3  

 Black-Other 4  

 Indian 5  

 Pakistani 6  

 Bangladeshi 7  

 Chinese 8  

 other Asian 9  

 other ethnic group 10  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  

Israel: 

 seth_07 = motza: Ethnic group 

Remark: “motza” is not an item in the questionnaire, but is defined by three variables: 

A) respondent lives in a Jewish or Arab community, B) respondent’s country of origin (birth), 

and C) country of origin of the respondent’s father  

Remark: for most purposes it is enough to recode all Jewish categories into one 

 Jewish, origin Israel 1  

 Jewish, born in Israel, father from Asia-Africa 2  

 Jewish, born in Israel, father from Europe-America 3  

 Jewish, born in Asia-Africa 4  

 Jewish, born in Europe, America 5  

 Arab 6  

 no response (in the data 0 ££) ££   

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

Finland: 

 seth_10 = kieli: native language of the respondent 

Remark: a register-based indicator created by Statistics Finland 

 Finnish 1  

 Swedish 2  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 not surveyed 
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The Netherlands: 

 seth_12 = nation2: In which country were you born? 

 Netherlands 1  

 Germany 2  

 Italy 3  

 Marocco 4  

 Belgium 5  

 otherwise  6  

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 seth_17: Ethnic Group: 

 White 1  

 Black 2  

 Mixed 3  

 Oriental 4  

 Indigenous 5  

 N/A 9  

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 seth_20 = seth_4: What is your Ethnicity? 

 Sinhala 1  

 Tamil 2  

 Moors 3  

 other 4  

Nigeria: 

 seth: same as core question 
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Kazakhstan: 

 seth_22 = 105(5): What’s your ethnicity? 

 Kazakh 1  

 Russian 2  

 Ukrainian 3  

 German 4  

 Korean 5  

 other ____________________________ 6  

Argentina: 

 not surveyed 

Canada: 

 seth_24 = etnic1r: to what ethnic or cultural group do you belong? 

 Canadian 1  

 Quebecker/Quebecois, French Canadian 2  

 Australian 3  

 Bahamian 4  

 Bangladeshi 5  

 BLACK/African 6  

 British 7  

 Chinese 8  

 Croatian 9  

 Czech 10  

 Danish 11  

 Dutch 12  

 English 13  

 El Salvador 14  

 Ethiopian 15  

 French 16  

 Finnish 17  

 German 18  

 Greek 19  

 Guyanese 20  

 Haitian 21  

 Holland 22  

 Hungarian 23  

 Irish 24  

 Italian 25  

 Indian 26  

 Israeli 27  

 Jamaican 28  

 Japanese 29  

 Jewish 30  

 Korean 31  

 Lebanese 32  

 Macedonian 33  

 New Zealand 34  

 Netherlands 35  

 Nigerian 36  
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 Norwegian 37  

 Pakistani 38  

 Filipino 39  

 Polish 40  

 Portuguese 41  

 Russian 42  

 Scottish 43  

 Serbia 44  

 Sikh 45  

 Somalia 46  

 Slovakian 47  

 Spanish 48  

 Sri Lanka 49  

 Swedish 50  

 Tamil 51  

 Trinidadian 52  

 Ukrainian 53  

 Vietnamese 54  

 Yugoslavian 55  

 Welsh 56  

 other European 57  

 other Asian 58  

 other African 59  

 other South/Middle America 60  

 Austrian 61  

 West Indian/Caribbean 62  

 WASP/White 63  

 American/USA 64  

 Arab/Middle East/Muslim 65  

 none/don't belong/no affiliation 66  

 Mennonite/Lutheran/Quaker/ Wesleyan 68  

 Roman Catholic 69  

 South Pacific Islander/Fiji 71  

 Many mentioned (either said many or named more than 4) 72  

 Hindu 73  

 Newfoundlander 75  

 Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nation 95  

 other 97  

USA I: 

 seth_25 = ethnic01: Which of these categories best describes your race? 

 White 1  

 Black/African-American 2  

 Asian 3  

 Pacific Islander 4  

 American Indian 5  

 Hispanic 8  

 other racial/ethnic group (specify) 9  
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USA II: 

 seth_26 = ethn: Which of these groups best describes your family origin? 

 neither black nor Hispanic 1  

 Hispanic – either white or black 2  

 black (not Hispanic) 3  

Uganda: 

 seth_27: What best describes your tribe? 

 Muganda 1  

 Mukiga 2  

 Adhola 3  

 Atesot 4  

 Munyole 5  

 Langi 6  

 other (specify)   

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 seth_29 = p4.1: What best describes your tribe? What is your nationality? USE 

CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE ETHNICITY CATEGORIES 

 White 1  

 Black 2  

 Chinese 3  

 others 4  

India: 

 seth_30 = language: What is the main language you speak at home? 

Remark: see add01_30 

 _____________________   

Australia: 

 seth_31 = q16: What is the main language spoken at home? 

 _____________________   

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 seth_39: Race? 

 white 1  

 black 2  

 mixed 3  

 other 4  

Isle of Man: 

 seth_40: what best describes your ethnic group? 

 white 1  

 mixed 2  

 Indian 3  

 Pakistani/Bangladesh 4  

 Black Carribean 5  

 Black African 6  

 Chinese 7  

 other 8  

Belize: 

 seth_41 = q1_4: To what ethinic group do you belong? 

 Creole 1  

 East Indian 2  

 Garfuna 3  

 Maya (Ketchi / Mopan / Yucatacan) 4  

 Mennonite 5  

 Mestizo / Spanisch / Latino / Hispanic 6  

 Asian (China / Hong Kong / Taiwan) 7  

 Caucasian / White 8  

 other (specify) _____________________ 9  
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Nicaragua: 

 seth_42: What best describes your ethnic group? 

 blanco   

 criollo   

 español   

 etnia   

 indio   

 mestizo   

 etnia miskito   

 iglesia MORAVA   

 Moreno   

 Negro   

 etnia rama   

 etnia sumo   

Peru: 

 not surveyed 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 

USA III: 

 seth_45: Which of these racial and ethnic groups best describes most of your ancestors? 

Remark: only 215/7612 answered 

 Asian 1 SKIP to a8 

 Black 2 SKIP to a7 

 White 3 SKIP to a10m 

 Hispanic 4 SKIP to a6 

 Ameriocan Indian or Alaskan native 5 SKIP to a10m 

 Pacific Islander 6 SKIP to a9 

 don’t know 7 SKIP to a10m 

 refused 8 SKIP to a10m 

New Zealand: 

 seth_46 = Q45_EthnicityPrioritised: Which ethnic group(s) do you belong to?  

Please tick all boxes that apply: New Zealand European, Maori, Samoan, Cook Island Marori, 

Tongan, Niuean, Chinese, Indian, other – please specify 

 Asian 1  

 NZ European 2  

 Maori 3  

 other ___________________ (please specify) 4  

 Pacific 5  
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5.A. In what region/province do you live? SREG 

___________________________________ 

Switzerland: 

 sreg_01 = region7: the variable discriminates 7 different national areas in Switzerland: 

 Lake Geneva region 1  

 Midland 2  

 North-West Switzerland 3  

 Zurich 4  

 East Switzerland 5  

 Central Switzerland 6  

 Ticino 7  

Germany: 

 sreg_02 = bland: federal state (not directly surveyed) 

 Schleswig-Holstein 1  

 Hamburg 2  

 Lower Saxony 3  

 Bremen 4  

 North Rhine-Westphalia 5  

 Hesse 6  

 Rhineland-Palatinate 7  

 Baden-Wuerttemberg 8  

 Bavaria 9  

 Saarland 10  

 Berlin 11  

 Brandenburg 12  

 Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania 13  

 Saxony 14  

 Saxony-Anhalt 15  

 Thuringia 16  

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 sreg_04 = using q28 (wording ££): the variable discriminates 8 different areas: 

 Paris area 1  

 Paris basin 2  

 North 3  

 West 4  

 East 5  

 South East 6  

 Centre East 7  

 Mediterranean area 8  

 no response 97  
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Spain:  

 sreg_05 = p01b: the variable discriminates 8 different provices: 

 Cantabria 1  

 Alicante 2  

 Castellón 3  

 Valencia 4  

 la Coruña 5  

 Lugo 6  

 Orense 7  

 Pontevedra 8  

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 sreg_08 = entidad 

 Aguascalientes 1  

 Baja California 2  

 Baja California Sur 3  

 Campeche 4  

 Coahuila 5  

 Colima 6  

 Chiapas 7  

 Chihuahua 8  

 Distrito Federal 9  

 Durango 10  

 Guanajuato 11  

 Guerrero 12  

 Hildago 13  

 Jalisco 14  

 Estado de Mexico 15  

 Michoacán 16  

 Morelos 17  

 Nayarit 18  

 Nuevo León 19  

 Oaxaca 20  

 Puebla 21  

 Querétaro 22  

 Quintana Roo 23  

 San Luis Potosi 24  

 Sinaloa 25  

 Sonora 26  

 Tabasco 27  
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 Tamaulipas 28  

 Tlaxcala 29  

 Veracruz 30  

 Yucatán 31  

 Zacatecas 32  

Sweden: 

 sreg_09 = using the variable sreg_09a 

 Sthlm 1  

 ovrSveal 2  

 ovrGotal 3  

 Kronable 4  

 Skåne 5  

 VaGotal 6  

 Norrland 7  

Finland: 

 sreg_10 = alsuural: the variable discriminates 5 different areas in Finland (EU's nuts2-level) 

Remark: a categorization based on the municipality where responded lives 

 Uusimaa 1  

 Southern Finland 2  

 Eastern Finland 3  

 Western Finland 4  

 Northern Finland 5  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 sreg_13 = s1: federal state 

 Upper Austria 1  

 Salzburg 2  

 Lower Austria 3  

 Vienna 4  

 Burgenland 5  

 Styria 6  

 Carinthia 7  

 Tyrol 8  

 Vorarlberg 9  

Czech Republic: 

 sreg_14 = q4_reg: 14 administrative regions of the Czech Republic 

 Praha (Prague) 1  

 Středočeský kraj (Region of Central Bohemia) 2  

 Moravskoslezský kraj (Region of Moravian Silesia) 14  
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Hungary: 

 sreg_15 = region: 

 Budapest 0  

 North-West 1  

 South-West 2  

 Middle-East 3  

 North-East 4  

 South-East North-East 5  

Brazil: 

 not surveyed 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 sreg_19 = a13: Which amt (county) do you live in? 

 Københavns/Frederiksberg kommune (community) (not amt) 1  

 Københavns amt 2  

 Frederiksborg amt 3  

 Roskilde amt 4  

 Vestsjællands amt 5  

 Storstrøms amt/Bornholms Regionskommune 6  

 Fyns amt 7  

 Sønderjyllands a 8  

 Ribe amt 9  

 Vejle amt 10  

 Ringkøbing amt 11  

 Århus amt 12  

 Viborg amt 13  

 Nordjyllands amt 14  

Sri Lanka: 

 sreg_20 = sreg_5a: In which district you live? 

 Colombo 1  

 Gampaha 2  

 Kalutara 3  

 Matale 5  

 Nuwara eliya 6  

 Hambantota 9  

 Kurunegala 18  

 Polonnaruwa 21  

 Badulla 22  

 Moneragala 23  

 Ratnapura 24  

Nigeria: 

 sreg: same as core question 
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Kazakhstan: 

 not surveyed 

Argentina: 

 not surveyed 

Canada: 

 not surveyed 

USA I: 

 sreg = states01: same as core question 

USA II: 

 sreg_26 = region5: 

 Northeast 1  

 Midwest 2  

 Pacific 3  

 South 4  

 Mountain 5  

Uganda: 

 sreg_27: In what region do you live? 

 Central 1  

 Western 2  

 Eastern 3  

 Northern 4  

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 sreg_29: In what region/province do you live? 

 San José 1  

 Alajuela 2  

 Cartago 3  

 Heredia 4  

India: 

 sreg_30 = In what district do you live? 

 B’lore rural   

 Bangalore   

 Bangalore urban   

 Bidar   

 Darkshina Kannada   

 Davanagere   

 Davanagere urban   
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Australia: 

 sreg_31 = stat: State of Australia (from the Australian Electoral Roll) 

 _____________________   

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 sreg_35: Region? 

 Scotland 1  

 North 2  

 North West 3  

 Yorkshire/Humberside 4  

 Wales 5  

 East Midlands 6  

 West Midlands 7  

 East Anglia 8  

 South West 9  

 London 10  

 Rest of South East 11  

 Northern Ireland 12  

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 sreg_38: Region? 

 Dublin 1  

 Rest of Leinster 2  

 Munster 3  

 Conn/Ulster 4  

Uruguay: 

 not surveyed 

Isle of Man: 

 not surveyed 
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Belize: 

 sreg_41 = district – codes??? – waiting for answer 

Nicaragua: 

 sreg_42: In which city do you live? 

 Bluefields 1  

 Esteli 2  

 Juigaipa 3  

 Leon 4  

 Rivas 5  

Peru: 

 not surveyed 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 

USA III: 

 sreg_45 based on a2a: In what state, territory, or country were you born? 

 Northeast 1  

 Midwest 2  

 Pacific 3  

 South 4  

 Mountain 5  

 NA 8  

 refused 97  

 don’t know 98  

New Zealand: 

USA III: 

 sreg_46 = Q5A_Region: What region do you live in? 

 Upper North Island 1  

 Mid North Island 2  

 Lower North Island 3  

 Upper South Island 4  

 Lower South Island 5  

 other __________________ 6  
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5.B. Which of these categories comes closest to the type of place where 

 you presently live? STYP 

 In open country but not on a farm 1 

On a farm 2 

In a small city or town (under 50,000) 3 

In a medium-size city (50,000-250,000) 4 

In a suburb near a large city 5 

In a large city 6 

Switzerland: 

 styp_01 = ggrkl90: Community size 

 100,000, and more inhabitants 1  

 50,000 till 99,999 inhabitants 2  

 20,000 till 49,999 inhabitants 3  

 20,000 till 19,999 inhabitants 4  

 5,000 till 9,999 inhabitants 5  

 2,000 till 4,999 inhabitants 6  

 1,000 till 1,999 inhabitants 7  

 less than 1000 inhabitants 8  

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 styp_04 = using q21:  

 rural communes  1  

 2,000 till 20,000 inhabitant 2  

 20,000 till 100,000 inhabitants 3  

 100,000 till 200,000 inhabitants 4  

 200,000 and more inhabitants 5  

 Paris 6  

 no response 97  

Spain:  

 styp_05 = p02: Region and number of inhabitants 

 up to 10.00 inhabitants 1  

 from 10.001 to 50.00 inhabitants 2  

 from 50.001 to 100.00 inhabitants 3  

 from 100.001 to 250.000 inhabitants 4  

 more than 250.000 inhabitants 5  

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 
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Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 styp_09 = hreg: In what city/type of community does IP live? 

 Stockholm/Södertälje 1  

 communities with more than 90 000 inhabitants within a 

radius of 30 km from the community center 

3  

 communities with 27 001 - 89 999 inhabitants within a radius 

of 30km from the community center plus more than 300 000 

inhabitants within a 100 km from the same spot 

4  

 communities with 27 001 - 89 999 inhabitants. Within a radius 

of 30km from the community center plus less than 300 000 

inhabitants within a 100 km from the same spot 

5  

 communities with < 27 000 inhabitants within a 30 km radius 

from the community center 

6  

 Göteborg 8  

 Malmö/Lund/Trelleborg 9  

Finland: 

 styp_10 = alkuntry 

Remark: a categorization based on the municipality where the respondent lives 

 urban municipality 1  

 densely populated municipalities 2  

 rural municipalities 3  

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 styp_11 = a_88: degree of urbanization:  

 city or densely populated area with more than 2000 

inhabitants 

1  

 city or densely populated area with 200- 2000 inhabitants 2  

 sparsely populated area with fewer than 200 inhabitants 3  

The Netherlands: 

 styp_12: using gemeente: In which community do you live? 

 city with more than 50.000 inhabitants 1  

 community with less than 50.000 inhabitants 2  

Austria: 

 styp_13 = s2: type of place 

 country side (up to 5.000 inhabitants) 1  

 town of small, middle size 2  

 Vienna 3  
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Czech Republic: 

 styp_14 = q5: Which of the following possibilities gets closest to the town you live in? 

 village 1  

 country homestead – farm, isolated house 2  

 small town (under 50,000 citizens) 3  

 medium-size city (50,001 – 250,000 citizens) 4  

 suburb of a large city 5  

 large city (more than 250,000 citizens) 6  

Hungary: 

 styp_15 = inhabita: Number of inhabitants: number of population by census 

 Budapest 0  

 less than 1’000 1  

 1’000 to 4’999 2  

 5’000 to 9’999 3  

 10’000 to 49’999 4  

 50’000 to 149’999 5  

 minimum 150’000 6  

Brazil: 

 not surveyed 

Iceland: 

 styp_18 = V96: Where do you live? 

 Reykjavik 1  

 in the capital area 2  

 in a town with more than 1’000 inhabitants 3  

 in a town with less than 1000 inhabitants or in a rural area 4  

 non response (mail survey) 97  

 non response (telephone survey) 98  

 don’t know 99  

Denmark: 

 styp_19 = a14: Which of these categories come closest to the type of place where you 

presently live? 

 metropolitan area 1  

 town over 100.000 inhabitants 2  

 town between 20.000-100.000 inhabitants 3  

 town between 5.000-20.000 inhabitants 4  

 countryside 5  

 don’t know 6  
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Sri Lanka: 

 styp_20 = styp_5b: In which sector you live? 

 rural 1  

 estate 2  

 small town 3  

 medium town 4  

 city 5  

 large city 6  

Nigeria: 

 styp: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 not surveye 

Argentina: 

 styp: same as core question 

Canada: 

 not surveyed 

USAI: 

 styp = fn5: same as core question 

USA II: 

 styp_26 = urban: Community size 

 1 million + 1  

 250 K – 1 million 2  

 50 K – 250 K 3  

 0 – 50 K: incorp 4  

 0 – 50 K: unincorp 5  

 10 K +: incorp 6  

 2.5 – 10 K: incorp 7  

 0 – 2.5 K: incorp 8  

 rural unincorp 9  

Uganda: 

 styp_27: Which of the categories comes closest to the type of place where you presently live? 

 rural areas 1  

 on a farm 2  

 in a small city or town (under 50'000) 3  

 in a medium-size city (50’000-250’000) 4  

 (municipalities e.g. Gulu, Mbarara) 

in a suburb near a municipality/city 5 

 

 in a large city (Kampala) 6  

Japan: 

 not surveyed 
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Costa Rica: 

 styp_29:: Which of the categories comes closest to the type of place where you presently live? 

 in open country but not farm 1  

 on a farm 2  

 in a low income neighbord 3  

 in a condominum 4  

 in a middle income neighbord 5  

 in a high income neighbord 6  

 in an apartment building 7  

 don’t know/don’t answer 9  

India: 

 styp = typlace: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 styp_38: Area? 

 urban 1  

 rural 2  

Uruguay: 

 styp: same as core question 
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Isle of Man: 

 styp_40 

 in open country 1  

 on a farm 2  

 in a village 3  

 small town (<50,000) 4  

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 styp: same as core question 

Peru: 

 not surveyed 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 styp_46 = Q5B_PlaceType: Which of these categories comes closest to the type of place 

where you presently live? 

 in open country but not on a farm 1  

 on a farm 2  

 in a small city or town (under 50,000) 3  

 in a medium-size city (50,000-250,000) 4  

 in a suburb near Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, or 

Christchurch 

5  

 inner city Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, or Christchurch 6  
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6.A. What is your marital status? (Are you married, living with a partner 

in a marriage-like relationship, widowed, divorced, separated, or have 

you never been married?) SMST 

 Married 1 

Living with a partner/common-law marriage 2 

Widowed 3 

Divorced 4 

Married but separated 5 

Never married 6 (SKIP to Q. 7) 

Switzerland: 

 smst_01 = using the variables smst_01a, smst_01b, smst_01c, smst_01d, smst_01e, smst_01f, 

smst_01g, smst_01h, and smst_01i 

 married 1  

 living with a partner/common-law marriage 2  

 widowed 3  

 divorced 4  

 married but separated 5  

 never married 6  

 no response 99  

Germany: 

 smst_02 = using the variables smst_02a, smst_02b und smst_02c: marital status 

 married 1  

 living with a partner 2  

 widowed 3  

 divorced 4  

 married but separated 5  

 never married 6  

 refused 7  

 don’t know 8  

 no response 9  

Italy: 

 smst_03 = what is your marital status? 

 single 1  

 married / living with a partner 2  

 separated / divorced 3  

 widowed 4  
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France:  

 smst_04 = using q106 (skipe variable = age < 15): What is your legal matrimonial status? 

 married for the first time 1  

 single (or cohabitee) 2  

 widow(er) 3  

 remarried following a divorce 4  

 divorced or separated 6  

 remarried following widowhood 7  

 does not want to say 97  

 skipped, not asked, age <15 9999  

Spain:  

 smst = p.06a: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 smst_06 = q4: What is you current marital status? (Are you married, living with a partner in a 

marriage-like relationship, widowed, divorced, separated, or have you never been married?) 

 married 1  

 living with a partner/ common-law marriage 2  

 widowed 3  

 divorced 4  

 separated 5  

 single/ never married 6  

 refused 9999  

 no response 99  

Israel: 

 smst_07 = famstat: What is your family status? 

Remark: category 5 can be treated as missing value 

 single 1  

 married 2  

 divorced 3  

 widowed 4  

 other 5  

 no response 99  

Mexico: 

 smst_08 = p5 

 married 1  

 living together 2  

 separated 3  

 divorced 4  

 widowed 5  

 single 6  
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Sweden: 

 smst_09 = using the variables smst_09a, smst_09b, smst_09c, smst_09d, smst_09e, smst_09f, 

smst_09g, smst_09h, smst_09i, smst_09j, smst_09k, smst_09l, smst_09m, smst_09n, 

smst_09o, smst_09p, smst_09q, smst_09r, smst_09s, smst_09t, smst_09u, smst_09v, 

smst_09w, smst_09x, smst_09y, smst_09z, smst_09aa, smst_09bb, smst_09cc, smst_09dd, 

smst_09ee, smst_09ff, and smst_09gg 

 unmarried 1  

 co-habiting partner 2  

 married 3  

 divorced 4  

 widowed 5  

 don’t know 8  

 refused 9  

Finland: 

 smst = siv: same as core question 

Norway: 

 smst_11 = using a_f: Are you… 

 married 1  

 cohabiting 2  

 widow/widower 3  

 previously married / separated / divorced 4  

 unmarried / never been married 6  

The Netherlands: 

 smst_12 = burgstat 

 married 1  

 never been married 6  

 divorced 4  

 widowed 3  

Austria: 

 smst_13 = s5: martial status 

 single/never married 1  

 married 6  

 widowed/divorced 4  

Czech Republic: 

 smst = q6: same as core question 
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Hungary: 

 smst_15 = A7: What is your marital status? Please, tell me the real and not the official 

version! 

 married  1  

 living with partner 2  

 divorced (separated) and doesn’t live with a partner 4  

 widowed and doesn’t live with a partner 5  

 single 6  

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 smst: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 smst_18 = V95: What is your marital status? 

 single 1  

 living with a partner 2  

 married 3  

 divorced 4  

 widower or widow 5  

 non response (mail survey) 97  

 non response (telephone survey) 98  

 don’t know 99  

Denmark: 

 smst_19 = a15: What is your marital status?  (Are you married, living with a partner in a 

marriage-like relationship, widowed, divorced, separated, or have you never been married?) 

 married (a15.1) 1  

 registret relationship (a.15.2) 2  

 common-law marriage (a15.3) 3  

 widowed (a.15.4) 4  

 divorced (a15.5) 5  

 married but separated (a15.6) 6  

 never married (a15.7) 7  

Sri Lanka: 

 smst = smst_6a: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 smst: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 smst = 106A(6A): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 smst: same as core question 
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Canada: 

 smst = DM6A: At the present time are you married, living with a partner, widowed, divorced, 

separated, or have you never been married? 

 married (included remarriages) 1  

 living with a partner, includes divorced or separated people 

who are presently living with a partner, common-law, etc. as 

well as same sex partners 

2  

 widowed 3  

 divorced 4  

 separated 5  

 never married (single) 6  

USA I: 

 smst = f7n8c: same as core question 

USA II: 

 smst = q14: same as core question 

Uganda: 

 smst: same as core question 

Japan: 

 smst_28 = q3: What is your marital status? 

 married 1  

 widowed 2  

 divorced 3  

 married but separated 4  

 never married 5  

Costa Rica: 

 smst: same as core question 

India: 

 smst = maristat: same as core question 

Australia: 

 smst_31 = q18: What is your current marital status? 

 never married 1  

 married 2  

 de-facto 3  

 separated but not divorced 4  

 divorced 5  

 widowed 6  

ECAS: Germany: 

 smst_32 = marital: Which of the following applies to you, are you …. 

 married or living with a partner 1  

 other 2  
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ECAS: Italy: 

 smst_33 = marital: Which of the following applies to you, are you …. 

 married or living with a partner 1  

 other 2  

ECAS: France: 

 smst_34 = marital: Which of the following applies to you, are you …. 

 married or living with a partner 1  

 other 2  

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 smst_35 = marital: Which of the following applies to you, are you …. 

 married or living with a partner 1  

 other 2  

ECAS: Sweden: 

 smst_36 = marital: Which of the following applies to you, are you …. 

 married or living with a partner 1  

 other 2  

ECAS: Finland: 

 smst_37 = marital: Which of the following applies to you, are you …. 

 married or living with a partner 1  

 other 2  

Ireland: 

 smst_38: based on marital: 1 = married, 2 = single 

 male married 1  

 male single 2  

 female married 3  

 female single 4  

Uruguay: 

 smst: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 smst: same as core question 
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Belize: 

 smst_41 = q4_1: Which of the following is your union status? 

 legally married 1  

 common-law union 2  

 married but not in union 3  

 legally separated an dnot in union 4  

 widowed and not in union 5  

 divorced and not in union 6  

 not in union 7  

 visiting/non-cohabiting partner 8  

Nicaragua: 

 smst: same as core question 

Peru: 

 smst: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 smst: same as core question (What is your current marital status?) 

 married 1  

 living with a partner 2  

 widowed 3  

 divorced 4  

 married but separated 5  

 never married 6  

 don’t know 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

 smst: same as core question 

New Zealand: 

 smst: same as core question 

 

6.B. And in what year did (you get married/that happen)? SYMA 

YEAR |___|___|___|___| (SKIP TO Q. 8) 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 
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Italy: 

 syma_03 = aamat: If married, in what year? 

 |___|___|___|___| (year)   

France:  

 not surveyed 

Spain: 

 syma = ip6b: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 syma = q7: In what year did that happen: i.e. you got married, widowed, or separated?? 

 |___|___|___|___| year   

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 syma: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 
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Denmark: 

 syma = a16_1: And in what year did (you get marrid/that happened)? 

Remark: Only dates for married respondents and registered relationships. 

 |__|__|__|__| years   

Sri Lanka: 

 syma = syma_6b: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 syma: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 syma = 106B(6B): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 syma: same as core question 

Canada: 

 syma = using DM6b: same as core question 

USA I: 

 syma_25 = gen6B01: Year when current marital status began: derived from current reports of 

marital history (2001) and marital histories from 1996, 1991, 1981: N7, FR6, FR6A, FR6B, 

F7N8, F7N8BY, F7N8_2, F7N8BY2, F7N8_3, F7N8BY3, F7N8_4, F7N8BY4, F7N8_5, 

F7N8BY5, F7N8_6, F7N8BY6, F7N8_7, F7N8BY7, F7N8_8, F7N8BY8, F7N8_9, 

F7N8BY9, F7N8_10, F7N8C (ask Peryy Benson, UND, for more information. 

USA II: 

 syma_26 = q15y: How long have you lived with your husband/wife/partner? 

 |__|__| years   

Uganda: 

 syma: same as core question 

Japan: 

 syma_28 = q3_1N: If your answer to the above question is “1 – 4”, in what year did (you get 

married/that happen)? Please omit fractions 

Remark: Instruction 

 ______ years before   

Costa Rica: 

 syma: same as core question 

India: 

 syma = mariyr: same as core question 
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Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 syma: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 not surveyed 

Belize: 

 syma_41 = q4_3: How old were you when you were first marrid or lived in a common-law 

union? 

 |__|__| years   

Nicaragua: 

 syma: same as core question 

Peru: 

 syma: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 

USA III: 

 not surveyed 
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New Zealand: 

 syma: same as core question 

 

IF PERSON HAS NEVER BEEN MARRIED SKIP TO Q. 7  

 

7. Have you ever lived with a partner in a marriage-like relationship? SMLR 

 Yes 1 

No 2 (SKIP TO Q. 9) 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 smlr = p07: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 smlr = q5: same as core question 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

Finland: 

 smlr = avioaik: Have you ever been married or in a common-law marriage? 

Remark: original wording in the questionnaire: Have you been married or living with a 

partner? How many times? 

Remark: only surveyed if single 

 yes 1  

 no 2  
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Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 smlr = q8: Have you ever lived with a partner in a marriage-like relationship? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 smlr_17 = mlr: Have you ever lived with someone (intimate relationship)? 

Remark: in dataset smlr = smir; skip variable: smst 

 yes 1  

 no 2 (GO TO scrr) 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 smlr = a17: Have you ever lived with a partner in a marriage-like relationship? 

Remark: Only never married. 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Sri Lanka: 

 smlr = smlr_7: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 smlr: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 smlr = 107(6): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 smlr: same as core question 

Canada: 

 not surveyed 
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USA I: 

 smlr_25 = genehb01: Has respondent ever cohabited? Constructed from FR7D and N7 (ask 

Perry Benson, UND, for more information) 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 smlr: same as core question 

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 smlr: same as core question 

India: 

 smlr = withptn: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 
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Uruguay: 

 smlr: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 smlr_40: same as core question but core skip order not respected 

Belize: 

 smlr: same as core question 

Nicaragua: 

 smlr: same as core question 

Peru: 

 smlr: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 smlr: same as core question (Have you ever lived with a partner in a marriage-like 

relationship?) 

 yes 1  

 no 2 Go to C8 

 don’t know 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 smlr: same as core question 

 

8. How many times have you been married or lived with a partner 

in a marriage-like relationship? SFSR 

|__|__| time(s) 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France: 

 not surveyed 
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Spain:  

 not surveyed 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

Finland: 

 sfsr = aviolkm: same as core question 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 sfsr: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 sfsr = sfsr_8: same as core question 
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Nigeria: 

 sfsr: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 sfsr = 108: same as core question 

Argentina: 

 sfsr: same as core question 

Canada: 

 not surveyed 

USA I: 

 sfsr 

Remark: Variable unavailable at this time 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 sfsr: same as core question 

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 sfsr: same as core question 

India: 

 sfsr = ptatime: same as core question 

Remark: only answered by those answering smer with yes. 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 sfsr: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 sfsr_40: same as core question but core skip order not respected 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 sfsr: same as core question 

Peru: 

 sfsr: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 sfsr: same as core question 

 

ATTENTION: 

IF YOU ARE WIDOWED, DIVORCED, SEPARATED, OR NEVER MARRIED (Q. 

5A = 3, 4, 5, OR 6), GO TO scrr_17.  

IF YOU WERE MARRIED (Q. 5A = 1), GO TO snph_17. 

IF YOU LIVED WITH A PARTNER (Q. 5A = 2), GO TO spge_17. 

 

IF PERSON IS WIDOWED, DIVORCED, SEPARATED, OR HAS NEVER MARRIED 

(Q. 6A = 3, 4, 5, OR 6), SKIP TO Q. 9.  

IF PERSON IS MARRIED (Q. 6A = 1), SKIP TO Q. 12. 

IF PERSON IS LIVING WITH A PARTNER (Q. 6A = 2), SKIP TO Q. 11. 
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9. Among the people who you now know, is there someone with whom 

you have a very close romantic relationship? SCRR 

 Yes 1 (SKIP TO Q. 10) 

No 2 (SKIP TO Q. 12) 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 scrr_04 = q283: Do you currently have a girlfriend/boyfriend? 

Remark: Only for those who are “single (or cohabitee)” or have a missing value on smst_04 

and who are between 12 and 19 years old. 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Spain:  

 scrr = p08: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 scrr = q6: same as core question 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 scrr_09 = forhall: Is there anybody that you are involved in a relationship with? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 
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The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 scrr_14 = q9: Is there someone with whom you have a close, romantic relationship? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Hungary: 

 scrr_15 = q7.2: Is there someone with whom you have a very close romantic relationship? 

Remark: variable unavailable 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response 99  

Brazil: Sample A 

 scrr_17 = crr: From any of the people that you now know, are you having an intimate 

relationship? 

 yes 1 (GO TO sdcr) 

 no 2 (GO TO snph) 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 scrr = a18: Among the people who you now know, is there someone with whom you have a 

very close romantic relationship? 

Remark: Asked all except first 3 categories of smst_19- 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Sri Lanka: 

 scrr = scrr_9: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 scrr: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 scrr = 109(9): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 scrr: same as core question 
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Canada: 

 scrr = using DM9: same as core question 

USA I: 

 scrr = f7n8d: same as core question 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 scrr: same as core question 

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 scrr: same as core question 

India: 

 scrr = romrel: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 
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Uruguay: 

 scrr: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 scrr_40: same as core question but core skip order not respected 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 scrr: same as core question 

Peru: 

 scrr: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 scrr: same as core question (Is there someone with whom you have a very close romantic 

relationship?) 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don’t know 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 scrr: same as core question 

 

10. How long have you been close to this person? SDCR 

Years |___|___| Months |___|___| 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 not surveyed 
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Spain:  

 sdcr = io2 = in months: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 sdcr = q7: same as core question 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 sdcr_09 = langdfrh: How long have you had a relationship? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

Remark: if there have been breaks in the relationship, the total amount of time counted 

 0-2 months 1  

 3-11 months 2  

 1-3 yrs 3  

 4-9 yrs 4  

 10 yrs or longer 5  

 don’t know 8  

 refused 9  

Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 sdcr_14 = using the variables sdcr_14a, and sdcr_14b (sdcr_14a + sdcr_14b) 

 |___|___| months   

Hungary: 

 sdcr_15 = A7.1: How long have you been living in this relation? 

 |___|___| years   

 no response 99  

Brazil: Sample A 

 sdcr_17 = dcr: same as core question, but variable mixes days and months 
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Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 sdcr_19 = a19: How long have you been close to this person? 

Remark: Yes on scrr or smst_19 = 3. 

 |___|___| years (a19_1)   

 |___|___| months (a19_2)   

Sri Lanka: 

 sdcr: same as core question; sdcr_10y = years; sdcr_10m = months; sdcr_10 = all in months 

Nigeria: 

 sdcr: same as core question; 910a = years; 910B = months 

Kazakhstan: 

 sdcr = 110(10): same as core question 

Remark: in months 

Argentina: 

 sdcr_23: same as core question; sdcr_23a: years; sdcr_23b: months 

 |___|___| years  |___|___| months   

 don’t know/don’t answer 99  

Canada: 

 sdcr_24 = DM10A: same as core question 

 less than one year 0  

 enter number of years |___|___| years 1 - 69  

 seventy or more years 70  

USA I: 

 sdcr_25 = genclo01: How long has respondent been in a close, romantic relationship [number 

of years; value of 0.5 given to those who have been involved with someone for less than a 

year]. Consturcted from F7N8E (ask Perry Benson, UND, for more information) 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 sdcr: same as core question 

Japan: 

 not surveyed 
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Costa Rica: 

 sdcr_29: same as core question; sdcr_29a = p10a: years; sdcr_29b = p10b: months 

 |___|___| years  |___|___| months   

 don’t know/don’t answer 99  

India: 

 sdcr = closeper: same as core question (in months) 

Remark: We did not set a cut-off 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 sdcr = using the variables sdcr_39a, sdcr_39b: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 sdcr_40: same as core question but core skip order not respected 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 sdcr: same as core question = answer in months 

Remark: All persons with a close romantic relationship, married and living with a 

partner/common-law marriage answered this question 
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Peru: 

 sdcr: same as core question = answer in months 

Australia II: 

 sdcr: same as core question = answer in months (How long have you been close to this 

person?) 

 |___|___| months   

 don’t know -98  

 refused -99  

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 sdcr: same as core question (in months) 

 

11. Is (this person/your partner) male or female? SPGE 

 Male 1 

Female 2 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France: 

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 spge = p10: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 spge = q8: same as core question 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 
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Sweden: 

 spge_09 = manelkv: Is this person/your cohabitant female or male? 

Remark: only surveyed in a sub-sample (C) 

 male  1  

 female 2  

 don’t know 8  

 refused 9  

Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 spge_14 = q11: Is the person you are close to male or female? 

 male 1  

 female 2  

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 spge_17 = pge: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 spge_19 = a20: Is (this person/your partner) male or female? 

Remark: Yes on scrr or smst_19 = 3. 

 male 1  

 female 2  

Sri Lanka: 

 spge = spbN_11: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 spge: same as core question 
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Kazakhstan: 

 spge = 111(11): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 spge: same as core question 

Canada: 

 spge using DM11: same as core question 

Remark: see also appendix. 

USA I: 

 spge = f8n9: same as core question 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 not surveyed 

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 spge: same as core question 

India: 

 spge = morf: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 spge: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 spge_40: same as core question but core skip order not respected 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 spge: same as core question 

Remark: All persons with a close romantic relationship, married and living with a 

partner/common-law marriage answered this question 

Peru: 

 spge: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 spge: same as core question 

 

12. How many people are living in your household, including yourself, 

your spouse or partner, and any other family members living with you?  SNPH 

|___|___| people (IF LIVING ALONE, SKIP TO Q. 14) 

Switzerland: 

 snph_01 = using the variables snph_01a, and snph_01b 

 |___|___| (people)   
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Germany: 

 snph_02 = F9: How many people are living in your household between the age of 18 to 59? 

Remark: only between the age of 18, and 59 

 |___|___| (number)   

 refused 97  

 don’t know 98  

 no response 99  

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France: 

 snph_04 = using q97: How many people normally live with you – apart from yourself? 

 |___|___| (people)   

 12 and more 12  

 do not know 96  

Spain:  

 snph = 103: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 snph = q9: same as core question 

Israel: 

 snph = persons: same as core question 

Mexico: 

 snph_08 = p16 (how many people depend on your total household income?) 

 _________________ no. of people   

Sweden: 

 snph_09 = antalhus: How many other people except yourself live in your household? 

Remark: not including the respondent 

 |___|___| people   

 none  0  

 don’t know 88  

 refused 99  

Finland: 

 snph = askump: same as core question 

Norway: 

 snph_11 = a_g: How many people are living in your household?  

 |__|__| people   

 more than six people 7  
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The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 snph_13 = s11: hHow many people living in your household, including yourself? 

 |__|__| number of persons   

 more than five people 5  

Czech Republic: 

 snph = q12: same as core question 

Hungary: 

 snph = A8: same as core question 

Brazil: Sample A & B 

 snph: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 snph = a21_1: hHow many people are living in your household, including yourself, your 

spouse or partner, and any other family members living with you? 

 |__|__| people   

Sri Lanka: 

 snph = snph_12: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 snph: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 snph = 112(12): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 snph: same as core question 

Canada: 

 snph_24 = DM12: 

[Version asked of R’s with partner] Including YOURSELF and your [spouse/partner/romantic 

partner], how many people live in your household. Make sure you count children, brothers and 

sisters, parents, aunts and uncles, friends and so on.    

[Version asked of R’s with no partner] Including YOURSELF, how many people live in your 

household. Make sure you count children, brothers and sisters, parents, aunts and uncles, 

friends and so on.   
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 R lives alone 1  

 enter number of people: |__|__| people 2-19  

 twenty or more people live with R 20  

USA I: 

 snph_25 = genhus01: How many people are living in the respondent’s household? Constructed 

from: F16_N17_, F16N172, F16N173, F16N174, F16N175, F16N176, F16N177, F16N178, 

F16N179, F7N8C (Ask Perry Benson, UND, for more information). 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 snph: same as core question 

Japan: 

 snph_28 = q4N: How many people live in your household, not including yourself? (IF 

LIVING ALONE, SKIP TO Q.6) 

 |___|___| people   

Costa Rica: 

 snph: same as core question 

India: 

 snph = famems: same as core question  

Remark: Some respondents have relatively high numbers of co-living persons (5% report 

more than 10 people) 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 snph: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 snph: same as core question 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 snph: same as core question 

Peru: 

 snph: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 snph: same as core question (How many people live in this household, including yourself and 

any children?) 

 |___|___| people   

 don’t know 98  

 refused 98  

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 snph: same as core question 
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13. Who do you live with? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY SPLW 

 Spouse/partner/common-law spouse 1 

Your or your spouse’s/partner’s underage children 2 

Your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children 3 

Your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents 4 

Other relatives 5 

Others 6 

Switzerland: 

 splwa01 – splwf01 = using the variable splw_01a, splw_01b, splw_01c, splw_01d, splw_01e, 

splw_01f, splw_01g, splw_01h, splw_01i, splw_01j, splw_01k, splw_01l, splw_01m, 

splw_01n, splw_01o, splw_01p, and splw_01q 

 spouse/partner/ common-law spouse 1  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s underage children 2  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children 3  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents 4  

 other relatives 5  

 others 6  

 lives alone 7  

Germany: 

 splwa02 – splwf02 = using splw_02a, splw_02b, splw_02c, splw_02d, splw_02e, splw_02f, 

splw_02g, splw_02h, splw_02i,  

 spouse/partner 1  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s children 2  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents 4  

 other relatives 5  

 others 6  

 no response 9  

(Note: no variables to adult or underage children (2;3)) 

Italy: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 

France:  

 splwa04 – splwf04 = using q98i9, splwb04a/b, splwd04a/b/c/d, splwe04a/b/c/d, 

splwf04a/b/c/d/e/f: Who are these people? 

Remark: Skip variable = snph_04 “live alone” 

Remark: underage children not surveyed 

 spouse/partner/common-law spouse 1  

 your children or your daughter(s)/son(s) in law 2  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents 4  

 other relatives 5  

 others 6  

 skipped, not asked, live alone 9999  

(Note: no variables to adult or underage children) 
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Spain:  

 splwa = p12: Do you live with 

A) spouse/common-law spouse? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwb = p12: Do you live with 

B) your or your spouse’s/partner’s under-aged children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwc = p12: Do you live with 

C) your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwd = p12: Do you live with 

D) your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwe = p12: Do you live with 

E) other relatives? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwf = p12: Do you live with 

F) others? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

United Kingdom: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 

Israel: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 
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Sweden: 

 splwa09 to splwf09 = using the variables splw_09a, splw_09b, splw_09c, splw_09d, 

splw_09e, splw_09f, splw_09g, splw_09h, splw_09i, splw_09j, splw_09k, splw_09l, 

splw_09m, splw_09n, splw_09o, splw_09p, splw_09q, splw_09r, splw_09s, splw_09t, 

splw_09u, splw_09v, splw_09w, splw_09x, splw_09y, splw_09z, splw_09aa, splw_09bb, 

splw_09cc, splw_09dd, splw_09ee, and splw_09ff 

 spouse/partner/ common-law spouse 1  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s underage children 2  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children 3  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s partents 4  

 other relatives 5  

 others 6  

Finland: 

 splwa = puoliso: Do you live with 

A) spouse/common-law spouse? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwb = alalaps: Do you live with 

B) your or your spouse’s/common-law spouse’s under-aged children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwc = aiklaps: Do you live with 

C) your or your spouse’s/common-law spouse’s adult children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwd = vanhempi: Do you live with 

D) your or your spouse’s/common-law spouse’s parents? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwe = muusuku: Do you live with 

E) other relatives? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwf = muuask: Do you live with 

F) others? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Norway: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 
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The Netherlands: 

 splw_12 = huish: Which category applies best on the household you are living in? 

 live alone 1  

 2 grown ups and no children 2  

 2 grown ups with children at home 3  

 1 parent with children at home 4  

 living with parents 5  

 2 grown ups with both children at home and children living 

elsewhere 

6  

 no stable address 7  

 2 grown ups with children living elsewhere 8  

 with friends or students 9  

 with family 10  

 3 grown ups and no children 11  

 household with others under supervision of institution 12  

 2 grown ups and pregnant 13  

Austria: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 splwa15 = using the variables splwa15a, and splwa15b 

A) wife, husband or partner 

 |___|___| number   

 none 0  

 no response 99  

 splwb15 = A9c: Who are the people you are living with in the same household? What kind of 

relation do you have to them? 

Remark: surveys only children (not underaged and adult separately) 

B) child or children 

 |___|___| number   

 none 0  

 no response 99  

 splwc15: not surveyed, but see splwb 

 splwd15 = A9d: Who are the people you are living with in the same household? What kind of 

relation do you have to them? 

D) parents or parents-in-law 

 |___|___| number   

 none 0  

 no response 99  
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 splwe15 = using the variables splwd15a, splwd15b, splwd15c, and splwd15d 

E) other relatives 

 |___|___| number   

 none 0  

 no response 99  

 splwf15 = A9i: Who are the people you are living with in the same household? What kind of 

relation do you have to them? 

F) others 

 |___|___| number   

 none 0  

 no response 99  

Brazil: Sample A 

 splwa17 – splwf17 = plwa – plwf: With whom do you live? 

 spouse/partner 1  

 children under 18 and/or spouse/partner 2  

 children over 18 and/or spouse/partner 3  

 your and/or your spouse/partner’s parents 4  

 other relatives 5  

 others 6  

Iceland: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 splwa20 = splw_131: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

A) spouse/partner? 

 yes 1  

 splwb20 = splw_132: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

B) your or your spouse’s/partner’s underage children? 

 yes 2  

 splwc20 = splw_133: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

C) your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children? 

 yes 3  

 splwd20 = splw_134: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

D) your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents? 

 yes 4  
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 splwe20 = splw_135: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

E) other relatives? 

 yes 5  

 splwf20 = splw_136: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

F) others? 

 yes 6  

Nigeria: 

 not surveyed 

Kazakhstan: 

 splwa22 = 113 (13): Do you live with 

G) spouse/partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwb22 = 113(13): Do you live with 

H) your or your spouse’s/partner’s under-aged children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwc22 = 113(13): Do you live with 

I) your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwd22 = 113(13): Do you live with 

J) your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwe22 = 113(13): Do you live with 

K) other relatives? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwf22 = 113(13): Do you live with 

L) others? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 

Argentina: 

 splwa – splwd: same as core question 

Remark: only 4 variables asked 
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Canada: 

 splwb24 = using splwb24a, splwb24b  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwc24 = using splwc24a, splwc24b, splwc24c  

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwd24 using DM16D: [If has partner] Do either of your patents, or your partner’s parents, 

live with you? [If does not have partner] Do either of your parents live with your? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

USA I: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 

USA II: 

 splwa – splwf not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 splwa27: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

A) spouse/partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwb27: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

B) your or your spouse’s/partner’s underage children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwc27: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

C) your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwd27: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

D) your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwe27: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

E) other relatives? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwf27: Who do you live with? (circle all that apply) 

F) others? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  
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Japan: 

 splwa28 = q5_1ma and q5_2ma: Who do you live with? 

A) spouse,partner? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwb28 = q5_3: Who do you live with? 

B) your our your spouse’s/partner’s underage children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwc28 = q5_4ma and q5_5ma: Who do you live with? 

C) your or your spouse’s/partner’s married adult children or  

unmarried adult children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 splwd28 = q5_6ma and q5_7ma: Who do you live with? 

D) your or your spouse’s/partner’s father or mother 

 Yes 1  

 No 2  

 splwe28 = q5_8ma - q5_12ma: Who do you live with? 

E) your or your spouse’s/partner’s brothers/sisters, grandchildren,  

grandfather, grandmother or other relatives? 

 Yes 1  

 No 2  

 splwf28 = q5_13ma: Who do you live with? 

F) other? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Costa Rica: 

 splwa29 – splwe29 using p13.1 to p13.5: Who do you live with? 

 spouse/partner/common-law spouse 1  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s underage children 2  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children 3  

 your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents 4  

 other relatives 5  

 others 6  

India: 

 not included in dataset 

Remark: The questions are available upon request as they are highly inconsistent. 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: Germany: 

 splwa32 – splwe32 = nmarital: Which of the following applies to you, are you living with .. 

 partner 1  

 children 2  

 parents 3  

 friends 4  

 other 5  

ECAS: Italy: 

 splwa33 – splwe33 = nmarital: Which of the following applies to you, are you living with .. 

 partner 1  

 children 2  

 parents 3  

 friends 4  

 other 5  

ECAS: France: 

 splwa34 – splwe34 = nmarital: Which of the following applies to you, are you living with .. 

 partner 1  

 children 2  

 parents 3  

 friends 4  

 other 5  

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 splwa35 – splwe35 = nmarital: Which of the following applies to you, are you living with .. 

 partner 1  

 children 2  

 parents 3  

 friends 4  

 other 5  

ECAS: Sweden: 

 splwa36 – splwe36 = nmarital: Which of the following applies to you, are you living with .. 

 partner 1  

 children 2  

 parents 3  

 friends 4  

 other 5  

ECAS: Finland: 

 splwa37 – splwe37 = nmarital: Which of the following applies to you, are you living with .. 

 partner 1  

 children 2  

 parents 3  

 friends 4  

 other 5  
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Ireland: 

 splwa – splwf : same as core question 

Uruguay: 

 splwa – splwf : same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 splwa - splwf: same as core question 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 splwa - splwf: same as core question 

Peru: 

 splwa - splwf: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 splwa - splwf: same as core question 

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 splwa46 = Q12_LivePartner: Whom do you live with? Spouse / partner / de facto spouse 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 splwb46 = based on Q12_LiveChildren + # children under 18: Whom do you live with? 

Children (yours or partner’s) 

Remark: step/grand/adopted are not specified 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 splwc46 = based on Q12_LiveChildren + # children over 18: Whom do you live with? 

Children (yours or partner’s) 

Remark: step/grand/adopted are not specified 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 splwd46 = Q12_LiveParents: Whom do you live with? Your or your spouse’s/partner’s 

parents 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 splwe46 = Q12_LiveRelatives: Whom do you live with? Other relatives 

 yes 1  

 no 0  
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 splwf46 = Q12_LiveOther: Whom do you live with? Others 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 

14. Have you ever had any children, including adopted or stepchildren?  SKID 

 Yes 1 

No 2 

Switzerland: 

 skid_01 = using the variable skid_01a, skid_01b, skid_01c, , skid_01d, skid_01e, skid_01f, 

skid_01g, and skid_01h 

Remark: variable takes only kids into account, who are still living in the household 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

 no response 99  

Germany: 

 skid_02 = F7: How many children do you have?  

 have a child/children 1  

 have no children 2  

 refused 97  

 don’t know 98  

 no response 99  

(Note: no variables to adopted or stepchildren) 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France:  

 skid_04 = q103 (skip variable = age <15): Do you have any children yourself? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 skipped, not asked, age < 15 9999  

Spain:  

 skid = p13: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 skid_06 = q10: Do you have any children, including adopted or stepchildren? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 refused 3  

 no response 99  
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Israel: 

 skid_07 = childrn1: Do you have children, and if so how many? 

Remark: there are many missing values in the group of unmarried respondents (not skip 

caused! Mail Giora 11.12.02) 

 |___|___| children   

 no response ££  

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 skid = q13: same as core question 

Hungary: 

 skid_15 = using a9c, a9e, a10 

Brazil: Sample A 

 skid: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 skid = a22: same as core question 

Sri Lanka: 

 skid = skid_14: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 skid: same as core question 
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Kazakhstan: 

 skid = 114(14): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 skid: same as core question 

Canada: 

 skid_24 = DM13: Including step children and adopted children, how many children do you 

have? 

 R has no children 0  

 enter number of children: |___|___| children 1-9  

 ten or more children 10  

USA I: 

 skid_25 = genkid01: Ever had any children, including adopted/stepchildren? Constructed from 

FN12 and historical data from 1991 and 1996 (ask Perry Benson, UND, for more information) 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 skid: same as core question 

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 skid: same as core question 

India: 

 skid = children: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 skid: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 skid: same as core question 

Belize: 

 skid_41 = q4_6: How many livebirths did you have? 

 |___|___| children   

Nicaragua: 

 skid: same as core question 

Peru: 

 skid: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 skid44 = C1: Firstly, do you have any children, including adopted or stepchildren? 

(Interviewer note: Does include children not living at home. Does not include foster children) 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 don’t know 98  

 refused 99  

USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 skid: same as core question 

IF Q. 12 > 1 AND Q. 14 = 2, SKIP TO Q. 16A 

IF Q. 12 = 1 AND Q. 14 = 2, SKIP TO Q. 17 
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15. How many of your children are still living? SNKA 

|__|__| child/children 

Switzerland: 

 not surveyed 

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France: 

 not surveyed 

Spain:  

 not surveyed 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 

Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Norway: 

 not surveyed 

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 not surveyed 
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Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 snka_17 = nka: How many of your own children are still living with you? 

 |___|___| child/children   

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 snka = snka_15: same as core question 

Nigeria: 

 snka: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 snka = 115(15): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 snka: same as core question 

Canada: 

 not surveyed 

USA I: 

 snka 

Remark: Variable unavailable at this time 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 snka_27: How many of your own children are still living? (Including adopted, stepchildren, 

your partner’s children, or grandchildren) 

 |___|___| child/children   

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 snka: same as core question 
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India: 

 snka = livchild: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 snka: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 snka: same as core question 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 snka: same as core question 

Peru: 

 snka: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 
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USA III: 

 not surveyed 

New Zealand: 

 snka: same as core question 

 

16.A How many children live with you, including adopted, stepchildren, 

your partner’s children, or grandchildren? SNKH 

|___|___| child/children (IF NONE SKIP TO Q17) 

Switzerland: 

 snkh_01 = using the variable snkh_01a, snkh_01b, snkh_01c, snkh_01d, snkh_01e, snkh_01f, 

snkh_01g, snkh_01h, snkh_01i, snkh_01j, snkh_01k, snkh_01l, snkh_01m, snkh_01n, 

snkh_01o, snkh_01p, and snkh_01q 

 |___|___| child/children   

 no children 98  

 no response 99  

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 not surveyed 

France 

 snkh_04 = q104 (skip variable = splwb_04 “live not with children”): How many children live 

with you? 

 |___|___| child/children   

 skipped, not asked, live not with children 9999  

Spain:  

 snkh = i04: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

Israel: 

 not surveyed 

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 
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Sweden: 

 snkh_09 = using the variables snkh_09a, snkh_09b, snkh_09c, snkh_09d, snkh_09e, snkh_09f, 

snkh_09g, snkh_09h, snkh_09i, snkh_09j, snkh_09k, snkh_09l, snkh_09m, snkh_09n, 

snkh_09o, snkh_09p, snkh_09q, snkh_09r, snkh_09s, snkh_09t, snkh_09u, snkh_09v, 

snkh_09w, snkh_09x, snkh_09y, snkh_09z, snkh_09aa, snkh_09bb, snkh_09cc, snkh_09dd, 

snkh_09ee, and snkh_09ff 

 |___|___| child/children   

Finland: 

 snkh_10 = using the variables snkh_10a, snkh_10b, snkh_10c 

Remark: sum of the variables named above; only children who are still living at home; if 

splw10b = 2 and splw10c = 2 (no underage or adult children) snkh = 0 

 |___|___| child/children   

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 snkh_11 = a_h: How many children or youth are living at home in your household? 

 |___|___| number of children   

The Netherlands: 

 snkh_12 = using splwb12: Do you live with child/children? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

Austria: 

 not surveyed 

Czech Republic: 

 not surveyed 

Hungary: 

 snkh_15 = using the variables snkh_15a, and snkh_15b 

 |___|___| number   

 none 0  

 no response 99  

Brazil: Sample A 

 snkh: same as core question; if none go to wpoc 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 snkh = a23_1: same as core question 

Sri Lanka: 

 snkh = snkh_16a: same as core question 
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Nigeria: 

 snkh: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 snkh = 116A(16A): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 snkh: same as core question 

Canada: 

 snkh_24 = DM15B: How many children are currently living in your household? 

 none 0  

 enter number of children: |___|___| children 1-9  

 ten or more children (other than Rs live in hh) 10  

USA I: 

 snkh_25 = genliv01: How many children live with respondent? Constructed from: F16_N17_, 

F16N172, F16N173, F16N174, F16N175, F16N176, F16N177, F16N178, F16N179 (ask 

Perry Benson, UND, for more information) 

USA II: 

 not surveyed 

Uganda: 

 Remark: see q16a in Uganda data! 

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 snkh: same as core question 

India: 

 snkh = chwithyo: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Italy: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: France: 

 not surveyed 
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ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Sweden: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Finland: 

 not surveyed 

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 snkh: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 snkh: same as core question 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 snkh: same as core question 

Peru: 

 snkh: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 

USA III: 

 snkh_45 = >ip3<: Total children in household? 

 none 0  

 enter number of children: |___|___| children 1-40  

New Zealand: 

 snkh_46 = based on # of children under 18 + children over 18: Whom do you live with? 

Children No. over 18? 
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16.B How many are under the age of 18? SSKH 

|__|__| child/children 

Switzerland: 

 sskh_01 = using the variables sskh_01a, sskh_01b, sskh_01c, sskh_01d, sskh_01e, sskh_01f, 

sskh_01g, sskh_01h, sskh_01i, sskh_01j, sskh_01k, sskh_01l, sskh_01m, sskh_01n, sskh_01o, 

and sskh_01p 

Remark: only kids, who are living still at home 

 |__|__| child/children   

 no children 98  

 no response 99  

Germany: 

 not surveyed 

Italy: 

 sskh_03 = figli: How many children under 18 live with you? 

 |__|__| child/children   

France: 

 sskh_04 = using sskh_04a to sskh_04h (number of children under 18) 

 __________ (number)   

Spain:  

 sskh = i05: same as core question 

United Kingdom: 

 sskh_06 = q11: How many children under the age of 18 live with you, including adopted or 

stepchildren? 

 |__|__| child/children   

 person lives alone 98  

 no response 99  

Israel: 

 sskh_07 = childrn2: Do you have children aged 12-18 who live here at home permanently? 

 yes 1  

 no 2  

 no response ££  

Mexico: 

 not surveyed 
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Sweden: 

 sskh_09 = using the variables sskh_09a, sskh_09b, sskh_09c, sskh_09d, sskh_09e, sskh_09f, 

sskh_09g, sskh_09h, sskh_09i, sskh_09j, sskh_09k, sskh_09l, sskh_09m, sskh_09n, sskh_09o, 

sskh_09p, sskh_09q, sskh_09r, sskh_09s, sskh_09t, sskh_09u, sskh_09v, sskh_09w, 

sskh_09x, sskh_09y, sskh_09z, sskh_09aa, sskh_09bb, sskh_09cc, sskh_09dd, sskh_09ee, and 

sskh_09ff 

 |__|__| child/children   

Finland: 

 sskh_10 = using the variables sskh_10a, and sskh_10b 

Remark: sum of the variables named above; only children who are still living at home ££ is 

there a skip or why only 972 respondents ££ 

 |__|__| child/children   

 no response 99  

Norway: 

 sskh_11 = using a_i: age groups of children 

 |__|__| number of children in household under the age of 20   

The Netherlands: 

 not surveyed 

Austria: 

 sskh_13 = using sskh_13a, sskh_13b, sskh_13c: children in household 0-15 years 

 yes 1  

 no 0  

Czech Republic: 

 sskh = q14: same as core question 

Remark: Different wording! 

Hungary: 

 not surveyed 

Brazil: Sample A 

 sskh: same as core question 

Iceland: 

 not surveyed 

Denmark: 

 not surveyed 

Sri Lanka: 

 sskh = sskh_16b: same as core question 
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Nigeria: 

 sskh: same as core question 

Kazakhstan: 

 sskh = 116B(16B): same as core question 

Argentina: 

 sskh: same as core question 

Canada: 

 sskh_24 = using splwb24a, splwb24b 

 no children under 18 0  

 number of children: |___|  1-5  

 six or more children under 18 6  

USA I: 

 sskh_25 = kid18h01: How many children under the age of 18 live with respondent? 

Constructed from (includes only children under the age of 18:) F16_N17_, F16N172, 

F16N173, F16N174, F16N175, F16N176, F16N177, F16N178, F16N179 (ask Perry Benson, 

UND, for more information) 

USA II: 

 sskh_26 = q16: How many children 17 years of age or younger live in your household for 

whom you share responsibility? 

 |__|__| child/children   

Uganda: 

 sskh_27: How many are under the age of 18? (Including adopted and stepchildren) 

Remark: concerns children who are living with respondent (q16a) 

 |___|___| child/children   

Japan: 

 not surveyed 

Costa Rica: 

 sskh: same as core question 

India: 

 sskh = ch_8yrs: same as core question 

Australia: 

 not surveyed 

ECAS: Germany: 

 sskh_32 = age18: How many children under the age of 18 live with you at home? 

 |___|___| child/children   
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ECAS: Italy: 

 sskh_33 = age18: How many children under the age of 18 live with you at home? 

 |___|___| child/children   

ECAS: France: 

 sskh_34 = age18: How many children under the age of 18 live with you at home? 

 |___|___| child/children   

ECAS: United Kingdom: 

 sskh_35 = age18: How many children under the age of 18 live with you at home? 

 |___|___| child/children   

ECAS: Sweden: 

 sskh_36 = age18: How many children under the age of 18 live with you at home? 

 |___|___| child/children   

ECAS: Finland: 

 sskh_37 = age18: How many children under the age of 18 live with you at home? 

 |___|___| child/children   

Ireland: 

 not surveyed 

Uruguay: 

 sskh: same as core question 

Isle of Man: 

 sskh_40: same as core question but core skip order not respected 

Belize: 

 not surveyed 

Nicaragua: 

 sskh: same as core question 

Remark: Nothing in database 

Peru: 

 sskh: same as core question 

Australia II: 

 not surveyed 

USA III: 

 sskh: same as core question 
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New Zealand: 

 sskh: same as core question 

 

_________________________________________________ 

 


